3
Brazilian artist Eduardo Kobra
working on a huge mural on a
building in central Moscow

CREATIVITY
LOOK AT THE PHOTO. ANSWER THE
QUESTIONS.

1. 
Is this kind of art important in our daily lives?
Why or why not?
2. 
Do you think everyone can be creative?
Or is creativity only for artists?

WARM-UP VIDEO
A

Watch a video about the man who created
the Rubik’s Cube. Number these events in the
order you see them.
a. Erno Rubik was starting his career at
university.
b. The Rubik’s Cube became the bestselling toy.
c. He made a cube to teach students
about space and 3-dimensions.
d. He tried to find a method to solve
the cube.
e. There are Rubik’s Cube competitions
all over the world.

B

Complete the sentences with the numbers.
Then watch the video again to check your
answers.
30
1

1980 43,000,000,000,000,000,000 (quintillion)
26

1. 
There are
combinations.
2. 
In 1974, Erno was
3. 
There are
Rubik’s cube.

possible
years old.
small cubes on a

4. 
After
month, Erno cracked
the code of the cube.

GOALS

Lesson A
/ B
 rainstorm new ideas
/ S
 olve problems

Lesson B
/ Describe creativity
/ Talk about past abilities

5. 
Erno started selling the cube around the
world in
.

C

Have you ever used a Rubik’s Cube? Did you
solve it? Why do you think it is so popular?

3A

LISTENING

SOLVING PROBLEMS

A

Work in groups. You have two minutes to brainstorm as many words and
phrases as possible connected with the topic of “Creativity.”

VOCABULARY
A

new ideas

Creativity

Work in pairs and answer the questions.

1. When and where do you get your best ideas?
2. Read the text. Do you agree with it?

B
The Greek scholar Archimedes creatively solved a
problem while relaxing in his bath. More recently,
when asked the question, “When do you get your
best ideas?” 500 top business people answered
“on vacation,” “in the shower,” or “traveling to and
from work”—not one of them said “in the office” or
“while doing work.” In fact, when you need to make
up your mind about something or reach a difficult
decision, you probably don’t find inspiration at
your place of work or study, or even your home.
Instead, like Archimedes, you need a place where
you can clear your head and think outside the
box; maybe at a new coffee shop, working out at
the gym, or getting some fresh air outside.

B

C

Find the verbs in blue in the text that go with these nouns and write
them in the infinitive form.

1.

an agreement, a decision, a goal, a conclusion

2.

the answer, inspiration, help, a solution

3.

some work, business, an exercise, nothing

4.

a puzzle, a problem, a crime, a mystery

5.

your head, your mind, your desk, a space

6.

ideas, advice, some fresh air, things done

7.

a mistake, money, up your mind, suggestions

8.

outside the box, aloud, the same way, the worst

1. How many new words and phrases did you brainstorm?
2. Do you think brainstorming is useful? Why or why not?

C

3. In a team, is it important for everyone to
same way?
4. When you
from it?
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3.

a. Starbursting
Draw a six-pointed star on the board. In the middle of the star, write the problem. Then, on
each of the six points, write a question word: what, who, where, why, when, and how. Ask the
group to suggest questions for each point about the problem in the middle.
b. A new perspective
Ask the group to imagine they are someone else, such as a famous celebrity, a historical
figure, or someone they know well, like their manager. For example, ask the team to brainstorm
solutions as if they are Nelson Mandela. It helps to see things from a different viewpoint.

WORD BANK
Certain verbs go
with certain nouns as
collocations, or are part of
an expression:

c. One by one
Everyone leaves the room except for two people. They brainstorm their ideas for a minute. Then, one
person comes in and gives their ideas. Then, the next person comes in, and so on until everyone is
back in the room. This technique means everyone gets to speak—including shyer people.

make up your mind to
decide something
think outside the box
to think imaginatively

D

Verify answers. Listen again and take notes in the table.

16

What is the purpose of their brainstorming?

What ideas do they think of?

1.
2.
3.

it?
the

a mistake in English, how do you learn

5. After a busy day, how do you

2.

Three ways to generate new ideas

advice from when you have a

2. What is one of your current goals? How will you

Read about three other ways to brainstorm and generate new ideas.
Then listen to three brainstorming meetings and match them to the
brainstorming technique in the text. 16

1.

Complete the questions with a verb from B. Then interview a partner.

1. Who do you normally
problem?

Answer the questions about your brainstorming. Share your ideas with
the class.

your head and relax?

E

Discuss the questions in groups.

1. Which of the three ways of generating ideas seem to work well?
2. Are there any difficulties with the three ways?
3. Which would you like to try at work, at school, or at home?
Lesson A
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SPEAKING

GRAMMAR

A

A

Read and listen to people brainstorm ideas for a new
product. Why don’t they choose a shampoo for children?
Why do they think a shampoo for pets is a good idea? 17

SUGGESTING, EXPRESSING OPINION, AND GIVING ADVICE

Ryan:	As you know, our management would like us to
come up with a new shampoo product that reaches
a new type of customer. So, I think we should begin
with a brainstorming session. You know, try to
identify a new type of customer.
Leticia:	How about creating something for children?
Irina:	Hmm, but we already have shampoo for children.
Leticia:	Only for girls. Not boys.
Ryan:	OK. At this stage, we’d better not get into detail.
Can we just think outside the box? Whatever
comes into your mind.

B

Irina:	Point taken. We could make a shampoo for pets.
People spend loads of money on their pets.

Statement

+ base form

Questions

+ verb + -ing
+ base form

Let’s
We / You should
We / You could
I (don’t) think we /
you should
We / You ought to
We’d / You’d better

do it another way.

How about . . .
What about . . .

doing it another way?

Why don’t we . . .
Can we . . .
Why not . . .
Should we / you . . .
Shouldn’t we / you . . .

do it another way?

Rewrite the first sentence using the word in parentheses without changing
the meaning.

1. 
Let’s go out for dinner this evening.
(how)

Leticia:	That’s a good idea, and we could also have
accessories. You know, brushes, towels . . .

for dinner this evening?

Ryan:	Yes, let’s write that down.

2. You should invite a few other people.
(ought)

Irina:	Should we think about which types of pets? A
shampoo for dogs?

3. Should we think of a different name?
(not)
of a different name?

Leticia:	Absolutely, and cats.

4. What about painting it green?
(don’t)

it green?

5. We’d better meet again tomorrow.
(think)

again tomorrow.

Ryan:	So, a shampoo for cats and dogs. What else?
Rabbits?

B

Work in groups of three and read the conversation aloud.

C

Complete the Useful Expressions table with words from the
conversation in A. 19

A springer spaniel dog
being washed in the
bathtub with bubbles

USEFUL EXPRESSIONS FOR BRAINSTORMING

Generating ideas

I think we
...
How
. . .?
Why don’t we . . .?

We’d
(not) . . .
We could . . .
we think about . . .?

Being positive and encouraging

Good idea! / Absolutely!
Let’s write that
.
What
? / Any more ideas?

D

Read the Unit 3, Lesson A Grammar Reference in the appendix. Complete
the exercises. Then do the exercises below.

Work in groups. Choose one of the products below and brainstorm:
• the type of customer   • what it could look like   • a name for the product
an umbrella   a cup and straw   an alarm clock
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SPEAKING
STRATEGY

6. Why don’t we set a time limit?
(can)
18

Positive responses
When working with other
people, respond to their
ideas in a positive way
by adding: That’s a good
idea, and we could
also . . . / I like it! And
how about we also . . . .
This will generate more
ideas than being negative.

C

a few other people.

a time limit?

Work in pairs and read about three different problems your friends and
colleagues have. Discuss how you could help each person solve the
problem.
Problem 1: Your close friend is an artist. She’s been trying to paint
a picture for weeks, but can’t find inspiration. She feels
unhappy and unmotivated, but she only has enough money
for the next two months. She needs to finish and sell the
painting! Make some suggestions.
Problem 2: A friend is a college student. He has his final exams in a
month, but he has been sick. He’s also spending a lot of time
playing video games and watching TV. He needs to study
much more. What advice would you give him?
Problem 3: Three friends of yours are sharing a new apartment.
Unfortunately, they have started arguing over who is
responsible for different weekly chores such as buying food,
washing the dishes, and cleaning the house. They all ask
you for your opinion.

She ought to think
outside the box.
He should get
some fresh air to
clear his head!

Lesson A
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ACTIVE ENGLISH
A

Try it out!

A student taps his
fingers on the desk.

Look at this list of bad habits. Which three do you dislike the
most? Tell a partner.
People who . . .

• always talk about themselves.

3B

VOCABULARY
A

• bite their fingernails.

CREATIVE PEOPLE

Read these quotes by people who are famous for their creativity.
Which quote do you agree with or like the most? Why?

• eat too fast.
“The true sign of intelligence is not
knowledge but imagination.”

• are always apologizing.
• arrive late for everything.
• hum while they are working.
• procrastinate and leave things to the last minute.

B
C

Do you have any of the bad habits in A? What do you think is your worst
bad habit? Tell your partner.

B

Read the text. Do you think Jurgen Wolff’s creative solution sounds like a
good idea? Why or why not?

“True originality consists not in a new
manner but in a new vision.”

“Creativity is inventing, experimenting,
growing, taking risks, breaking rules,
making mistakes, and having fun.”

“Where there is love and inspiration, I don’t
think you can go wrong.”

“Genius is one percent inspiration, and
ninety-nine percent perspiration.”

Match the nouns in blue in A to these groups of synonyms.
creativity 1. originality, inventiveness, talent

2. newness, innovation, individuality
3. point of view, concept, perspective

A Creative Solution: Teach your problem
What is one habit or behavior you would like to change about yourself?
Maybe you bite your fingernails or drink too much coffee? Or perhaps,
with classmates or colleagues, you’d like to become a better listener
or arrive on time for meetings? To solve these everyday problems,
the creative thinker Jurgen Wolff thinks that by describing how to do
something, you also learn how to stop doing it. For example, you could
give a lesson to a friend on how to be late, how to make sure you never
exercise, how to procrastinate, or just about anything else. Your friend
listens to your lecture and takes notes. For example, a lesson in how to be
late for everything could include these suggestions:

• You ought to have remove all the clocks from your house so it’s easy
to forget the time.
• Before you leave the house, you’d better read any new emails or
messages.
• You should assume that public transportation will be on time or
that there will be less traffic than normal.
Afterwards, your partner gives you the notes with your advice, and you
do the absolute opposite.
Which of your bad habits will you teach—and change—first?

D

Choose your worst bad habit and prepare some notes on how to do it. Then
read your notes to a partner and take turns teaching your habits.

3A GOALS

Now I can . . .

Brainstorm new ideas

1. Yes, I can.

Solve problems

2. Mostly, yes.
3. Not yet.
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“Creativity comes from a conflict of ideas.”

4. understanding, brilliance, quickness
5. testing, analyzing, examining
6. vision, thought, creativity
7. ideas, influence, motivation
8. struggle, contest, clash
9. sweat, hard work, labor
10. cleverness, talent, natural ability

C

WORD BANK
A synonym is a word or
phrase that means the
same or nearly the same
as another word. For
example:
create make, design
original unique, new
solution answer,
explanation
Avoid repeating the same
words when you speak or
write by using synonyms.

A word cloud is a creative way to remember vocabulary.
This one practices words connected to Einstein. Create a
similar word cloud for a famous person you know.
Use words and synonyms in B.
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A young artist works on a
painting in her apartment.
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READING

WHAT MAKES YOU

CREATIVE?
Are you a brilliant visionary, a fearless leader,
or something else altogether? Take the quiz to
find out how your thinking style helps create
your best ideas.
1. The inside of my brain probably looks most like . . .
a. a stage with a microphone.
b. a subway map.
c. a complicated invention.
d. a panoramic landscape.

5.	When I’m tackling a group project, I’m the one
most likely to . . .
a. keep everybody focused and motivated.
b.	make sure the right people get assigned to
the right tasks.
c.	dive into the details and overcome
an obstacle.
d. come up with a grand plan.

2. I feel most comfortable . . .
a.	in front of an audience with a message to
deliver.
b.	at a networking event with lots of interesting
people.
c. in a workshop with lots of different tools.
d.	in a brainstorming session with a blank
sheet of paper.
3. I’m most likely to create . . .
a practical gadget you can use in daily life.
a.	
b.	an idea with a community of
like-minded creators.
c.	a new and improved version of a household
device.
d.	a far-out invention that no one has seen
before.
4. My typical approach to cooking is . . .
a.	to assemble the ingredients and inspire
someone else to do it.
b.	fusion—I take the best ideas from
different cultures.
c.	to tweak and experiment with
an existing recipe.
d.	to make something from
scratch.
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What do your answers mean?
Mostly A’s: The leader
You’re a doer! You are someone who knows
how to motivate a team to get things done. Your
best ideas come from figuring out how to
inspire change. You have learned that to be
successful, you must surround yourself with
creative minds.
Mostly B’s: The connector
You see possibilities for collaboration and sharing
ideas where others might just see boundaries—or
nothing at all. You are interested in taking the
best from the past and reinventing it in the future.

A

B

C

Think of a situation when you work with a group
of people or are part of a team. Write down any
words that describe your role in the group (e.g.,
the leader, the thinker). Tell the class.

Mostly C’s: The tinkerer
You tend to make changes to existing concepts
rather than create something completely new.
You’re likely to be the person in your home who
fixes what’s broken. The world needs your
practical ideas.
Mostly D’s: The visionary
You are a blue-sky thinker*. You see the big
picture, looking far ahead when others might
get stuck in details. You’re a person who
always looks for opportunities and never sees
barriers. 20
*blue-sky thinker someone who thinks outside the box

8. We’ve suggested a new way of doing
things.

D

Read and take the quiz. Then read what your
answers say about you. Do you think the quiz
is true for you? Why or why not?

1. “OK, let’s have a meeting to come up with
Leader
some creative ideas!”
2. “I need more time to try out a few more
changes to this.”

Synonyms. Circle the words in the quiz that
are synonyms of the words in bold.

3. “How about trying this in a completely
different way.”

1. This painting shows a wide-open and
beautiful view of the countryside.
A young musician is
inspired by nature
while playing her
violin.

4. “I have a good friend who might be able to
help us with this.”

2. I find it very useful to spend time meeting
and talking to people connected with
my work.

5. “When can you finish this by?”
6. “I tried it out without bothering to read the
instruction manual.”

3. 
This is a useful kitchen device for opening
tins.

7. “I’ve added a few modifications, so it’ll work
better.”

4. 
My colleagues are people with similar views.

8. “I’m sure we invented something similar five
years ago.”

5. 
His opinions can be a little crazy
sometimes.
6. 
I like to slightly change the recipe from the
book sometimes.
7. We haven’t found a way to get past the
difficulty.

Look at the four types of people. Which type of
person would make these comments?

E

How much do you trust quizzes like this?
Have you ever taken other types of personality
quizzes? What did you find out?

Lesson B
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LISTENING

GRAMMAR

A

A

Rank the three inventions in order of importance (1 = most important, 3 = least
important). Tell a partner your choices and explain your reasons.
Monopoly

coffee filter

windshield wipers

Match the two halves of the sentences from the listening in B.

1. In 1908, Melitta Bentz couldn’t

a. able to sell her idea in 1903.

2. She managed
3. She’d succeeded in

b. to find a solution by making holes
in the bottom of a metal cup.

4. The device meant drivers

c. could see in bad weather.

5. Mary wasn’t

d. find coffee that didn’t taste bitter.
e. creating the first-ever coffee filter.

B

Answer the questions about the sentences in A.

1. Which two sentences describe failure in the past?
2. Which two sentences describe a difficult task that was completed?
3. Which sentence describes the ability to do something in the past?

C
B

Listen to a documentary about the three inventions. Match the invention to the
inventor. 21

ABILITY IN THE PAST

Use could or was able to to talk about a general ability or possibility in the past.
Use was / were able to to talk about success in a particular situation.
Use couldn’t or wasn’t able to to describe failure in a specific task in the past.
Use managed to / succeeded in to talk about a difficult task that you had the ability
to complete.

1. Melitta Bentz
2. Elizabeth Magie
3. Mary Anderson

C

Global questions. Listen again and decide if the answers to the questions are
Yes, No, or Don’t Know (because the information isn’t provided), according to the
documentary. 21

D

1. Are the three women’s names in any history books?
3. Did Melitta’s company make a lot of money?
5. 
When we play Monopoly today, is it to learn about inequality?

E

4. Until finally, I succeeded in 


Work in two groups. Then work together to compare your two lists and give
reasons for your choices. Were any inventions on both lists?

PRONUNCIATION: Stress and pausing in formal speech Listen to these
sentences from the documentary again. Which word does the speaker stress?
Where does she pause (/)? 22
Coffee filters. The board game of Monopoly.Windshield wipers.

.

3. Slowly, with practice, I managed to 


6. 
Was Mary Anderson’s idea unprofitable because it didn’t work?

Group B: Brainstorm a list of the five worst inventions from the last fifty years.

.

2. The hardest part was that I couldn’t 


4. Did Monopoly always have the same name?

Group A: Brainstorm a list of the five best inventions from the last fifty years.

Think of a challenge or something you overcame when you were younger
(e.g., learning to ride a bicycle or play a musical instrument).
Complete the sentences about your experience.

1. I wasn’t able to 


2. Did Melitta make changes to another object?

D

Read the Unit 3, Lesson B Grammar Reference in the appendix. Complete the
exercises. Then do the exercises below.

E

.
.

Work in pairs and tell your story
from D.

A grandfather teaches his
grandson to play the guitar.

All very different inventions but they all share one thing in common. They were
created by women. Take the everyday coffee filter. In 1908, Melitta Bentz
couldn’t find coffee . . .
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ACTIVE ENGLISH
A

GLOBAL VOICES

Try it out!

Complete a survey. Ask your classmates questions such as Have you solved one problem
today? or Are you able to tell a joke in English? Write six different names by the end.

A

Work in groups of three. Discuss the questions about creativity in the chart in B. Then report
your opinions back to the rest of the class.

B

In your group, watch a video with three people answering the questions in the chart. Each
student watches one person and takes notes in the table.

FIND SOMEONE WHO . . .

B
C

solved a problem today.

was able to whistle when they were ten years old.

is able to tell a joke in English.

makes a common mistake in English.

never learned to play a musical instrument.

managed to run a long distance (e.g., a half-marathon).

Student A:
Jennifer Adler
(Underwater
Photojournalist)

WRITING Look at the photo of the artist Yayoi Kusama and one of her installations. Do
you think you would like going to an exhibition of her work? Why or why not?

• The main events and influences

2. Is taking risks part
of creativity?

• The moments she succeeded

D

Write a similar biography of a famous creative person (e.g., an artist or an inventor).

3B GOALS

Now I can . . .
1. Yes, I can.

Talk about past abilities

2. Mostly, yes.
3. N
 ot yet.
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3. Are people born
creative?

ACADEMIC SKILL

Describe creativity

Japanese artist Yayoi
Kusama created this
installation, which was
displayed at the Infinity
art exhibition in the
Museum of Modern Art.

Student C:
Gabby Salazar (Nature
and Conservation
Photographer)

1. How do you get
creative?

Read the Unit 3 Writing Model in the appendix and make notes on the following:

• The obstacles she overcame

Student B:
Sylvia Johnson
(Documentary
Filmmaker)

Using time references
When you write a biography or a
historical text, use time
references such as at the age
of . . ., despite this period in
her life . . ., for many years after . . .

4. What can people
do to become
more creative?

C

Tell your group what you wrote for each person. As you listen, fill in the rest of the table. Then
watch the video again, and check all the information in the table.

D

Write a short summary (100 words) about creativity using the main ideas from the video and
in your chart. Then, swap your summary with a partner. Did you both include the same main
ideas? If not, discuss your reasons.

Opportunities for
inspiration while
walking in the
Olympic National Park,
Washington State
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REAL WORLD LINK WORLD FESTIVALS

UNITS 1–3

w

A

Read about three festivals and complete the notes in the chart.

Children enjoying ice slides
at the Annual Snow Festival
In Sapporo, Japan

Time of year and Who is it for?
location?
Fallas

What is the
entertainment?

Spring in the city
of Valencia
No money, no
cell phones

Burning Man
Snow Festival

B

What makes it
special?

People from Japan
and overseas

Work in groups. Describe a festival or event in your town, city, or region.
Talk about:

• the time of year and the location
• who it is for
• what makes it special
• what you can see and do

C

Work in groups and plan your own festival. Brainstorm ideas and try to
make the following decisions.

• What time of year does it take place?
• Where is it?
• Who is it for?
• What makes it special or different?
• What entertainment is there? (e.g., music, art, yoga)
• Other ideas?

Fallas Festival
In the spring, the Spanish city of Valencia celebrates a huge street festival. Known as Fallas (in
Spanish) or Falles (in the local Valencian dialect), it lasts for five days and nights. The Valencians
and thousands of tourists enjoy live music, theater, fireworks, and parades with costumes. Then,
on the final night, different local communities bring out huge sculptures that they have created and
set fire to them.

D

Option 1 Write a description of the festival for a website.
Option 2 Record a short video to promote the festival.

Burning Man Festival
Every summer, 70,000 people from different walks of life build a temporary city of tents in the
middle of the Nevada desert for the “Burning Man Festival.” Everyone is responsible for providing
the entertainment and bringing what they need—including food and water. Nothing is for sale, so
money is useless. And cell phones don’t work because there is no connectivity in the desert.

Option 3 Make a slideshow with photos and a voice narration.

E
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UNITS 1–3

Read or watch another group’s advertisement for their festival. Answer the
questions and tell another group your answers.

1. 
From the advertisement, did you understand the festival and who it is
for?

Sapporo Snow Festival
The very first Sapporo Snow Festival was started in 1950 by a group of high school students. It
has since grown into a major international winter festival. For 7 days, around 2 million people from
Japan and overseas visit Sapporo to look at hundreds of snow sculptures that might feature a
special event or a famous place or person. There are also different types of snow slides and snow
mazes, which are popular with children.

You Choose You need to advertise your new festival. Choose an option
and create your advertisement.

2. 
Do you think there is something new or original about the festival?
3. 
Would you like to go to the festival? Why or why not?

F

Work with your group. Discuss the feedback in E and decide if you need to
change or add something to your festival.
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